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Who should read this book?
If you are a strong believer of astrology, but unsure on how to use astrological
guidance wisely
You know that astrology works but don’t know how astrology really works?
If you are leading a mediocre life without understanding what you are good at
If you don’t have clarity about fate and freewill
If you are deliberately looking for a how to book on astrological guidance that can
help you to achieve success and fulfillment in life
If you wanted to read a book on astrology without too much jargons
This is not a technical book on astrology but have technical content in the
relevant places. 



About the Author
Muthu Vijayan Elango is an astrologer and a certified life coach at
innovativeastrosolutions.com. He learnt astrology from his father Elango and has
been practicing it for more than 18 years. After completing his Master degree in
engineering from College of Engineering Guindy a premier institute in India , he
worked in a well known MNC for a decade before he found his calling in astrology.
He is passionate on sharing his astrological wisdom to the common man. He is one
of the most popular writers on Quora pertaining to the topic of astrology. 
 

Foreword
Sanathana Dharma is the core of Vedic practices. Sanathana stands for eternal or
everlasting. Dharma has been interpreted to mean many things, but if one goes to
the basics of Sanskrit language, Dharma simply translates to doing it right. In
modern words, Dharma can be understood as “Best Practices”. Sanathana Dharma,
therefore, translates to “Eternal Best Practices”. These best practices have been
developed by our ancestors, the Vedic lore, and perfected over a period of time to
work to our advantage. They have stood the test of time, and are available for
mankind to benefit from.
 
This brings us to a very important question about the difference between Vedas and
Santhana Dharma. Are they the same? Are they different? Can a person following
Sanathana Dharma, otherwise referred to as Sanathani, also practice Vedas or vice
versa. Take it that there is absolutely no confusion here. The confusion only exists
because certain greedy members of the society decided to break our practices and
benefit from it.
 
While Sanathana Dharma are best practices, Vedas are a compilation of these best
practices along with copious examples, illustrations, and various viewpoints. The
closest English translation of Vedas is “Pedia”, as in Wikipedia or Encyclopedia, etc.
Pedia is a collection of accurate information in a structured and detailed format.
While the modern world now has discovered a way to collect and structure all the
information in the age of digital cloud, the Vedic lore not only invented this but also
implemented this technique thousands of years back, and named it Vedas. Julius
Oppenheimer, a well known theoretical physicist and the father of the atomic bomb,
had gone into depression and repentance for his creation of the atomic bomb. The
only way he was able to come out of this depression was after he started reading the
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great Vedas. He went on record and said that access to the Vedas is the greatest
privilege this century may claim over all previous centuries. Such is the prominence
of the Vedas. 
 
Vedas are vast. They can largely be understood to comprise of four vertical pillars or
domains and six horizontal beams or tools. The four domains are Rig, Yajur, Atharva
and Sama Veda. The six horizontal beams are called Vedangas or Limbs of Vedas
and they are Shiksha, Chandas, Vyakarana, Niruktha, Kalpa and Jyothisha. If we
compare to the Vedas to a human body, then the Vedas are the limbs of the Human
body. In Vedic parlance, they are referred to as Veda Purusha and Vedanga. Vedas is
compared to a Purusha and the Vedangas are compared to the limbs or organs of
the Veda Purusha. Jyothisha or Vedic Astrology is given the highest place. Jyothisha
is equated to the eyes, and is often referred to as the “Eye of Veda”. 
 
Vedic Astrology has been the greatest contributions of Vedic lore to mankind. No
other science comes closer to this. Vedic Astrology helps humans plan, transform
and even evade negative mishaps in their lives. In the Digital age, it can be
understood as a GPS for human life or “Google Maps” for life. What does a Google
Maps application do? It shows you the lay of the land, the topography, and the
places across all directions. Not only that. If you desire to go from one location to
another, it also shows you the best route, the traffic you’ll encounter and the right
speed in which you can go. This way, you can plan your travel according to your
needs and preferences and reach the destination most efficiently. Vedic Astrology is
a GPS for your life. It helps you get an overview of your inherent strength and
weakness, the upcoming obstacles or expressways in your life, and also gives various
clues to optimize your journey be it in terms of career, money, marriage, children,
health or other areas of your life.
 
I’d like to bring to your attention an important underlying factor in Vedic Astrology.
The first page of The Astrological eMagazine always publishes this sloka -It is often
misunderstood that Vedic Astrology is a fatalistic and deterministic science. A lot of
modern-day astrologers wrongly, arrogantly and foolishly say that every human
being’s fate is already determined and there is nothing special he has to do to
change the course of his fate. This is absolutely false!
 
The foundations of Vedic Astrology is built on the Purusha and Prakriti concept.
Purusha means human being and Prakriti means nature. Imagine this - You are your
body and mind for all practical purposes. Anything that’s inside your body is referred



to as Purusha. Anything that’s outside the body is Prakriti or nature. As humans, our
influence on nature is minimal or negligible. We don’t have absolute control over it.
We cannot suddenly wake up one day and order the Sun to rise 30 minutes earlier.
Nor can we cannot build rockets and bombs strong enough to change the course of
the planets in the solar system. We cannot even influence the immediate small
things that are in our vicinity like fellow human beings, animals, plants, weather,
wind, etc. We cannot control nature. What nature gives to us in the form of weather,
climate, topography, magnetic fields, gravitational fields, water, wind, and other
energies cannot be changed by us. This is fate. Fate can be defined thus - That
which nature gives us, favorable or unfavorable. We don’t have control over that. On
the other hand, what we have control over is the response we give to Nature. Let me
illustrate. During monsoons, India usually receives heavy rainfall. Rainfall is not in my
or your control. Suppose, if we have urgent work to attend, there is a high likelihood
of we getting drenched. This is fate. This is what nature has given us. On the other
hand, what we can do is to wear a raincoat or at the least, use an umbrella, to
prevent us from getting drenched. Rainfall is fate. Umbrella or Raincoat is free will.
Freewill is the ability of humans to respond to what nature gives us (fate). Vedic
Astrology tells us what our fate is. In addition to this, it will also let us know what type
of tools (like an umbrella) we can use to ensure we convert fate to our advantage.
This is the beauty of this remarkable science. Vedic Astrology is a tool for self-
transformation. By looking at one’s horoscope, a human can easily plan his or her life
to ensure the negative periods are handled well and positive periods are harnessed
well. One will become successful, happy and healthy if he or she resorts to Vedic
Astrology.
 
I am very happy to note that the author of the current book, Sri Muthu Vijayan
Elango, has approached the science in the same fashion. I was introduced to Muthu
by my team at The Astrological eMagazine. They forwarded me a docket with a
sample set of Muthu’s answers on Quora, a Q&A portal. When I read it, I was happy
to note the simplicity of language used, clarity of thought and the command over the
sacred science of Vedic Astrology. I immediately invited him to contribute to the
columns of The Astrological eMagazine, which he did. 
 
In the current book, Achieving Success through Astrological Guidance, Muthu has
followed an exploratory style of narrative. The book is a dialogue between Muthu and
his father and Guru, Sri Elango. It reminded me of my learnings of Vedic Astrology. I
learned the complex aspects of the science from Grandfather, Dr. B V Raman, during
the conversations that happened in our daily walks. He has shared in a detailed yet



simple manner on how Vedic Astrology can be used to our advantage in various
aspects of our life - Career, Marriage, Wealth, Health, etc. Unlike other authors, he
has made the subject relevant to the digital age by giving copious modern-day
examples. This is a book for the common man, who would like to transform his life to
achieve success, happiness and wealth. My best wishes and blessings to Muthu for
his continuous journey of hoisting the flag of Vedic Astrology in the 21st Century.
Om
Asato mā sad gamaya
Tamaso mā jyotir gamaya
Mṛtyor mā amṛtaṁ gamaya
Oṁ 
Sānti śānti śāntiḥ
Raman Suprajarama
Senior Editor,
The Astrological eMagazine

Preface
Human life is filled with uncertainty. The uncertainty at some level would make life
interesting. During difficult times life uncertainties gives the feeling of a blind man
crossing a busy highway. Only few people are blessed with natural foresight for
others Astrology is the best time telescope. We get stumble up on multiple issues
without knowing where to go and how to proceed. Many end up wasting time and
money on dis-empowering things and finally blame lack of luck for their fate. 
 

"Good luck is when opportunity meets preparation, while bad luck is when lack of
preparation meets reality - Eliyahu Goldratt". 
 
Our ancient seers devised a wonderful tool called Astrology to predict the past,
present and future. If you leverage astrological guidance wisely then making right
decisions at right time will become easy. Astrology has been around for a long time,
along the way common mans beliefs has been tagged to Astrology which over time
became myths. My focus is to provide a clear segregation between knowledge from
standard astrology text written by saints and common mans myths
 
Most astrology books talk about astrological concepts but not providing clarity on
myths about astrology and in guiding a common man to best utilize astrological
guidance. The purpose of writing this book is to explain the importance of



astrological guidance in human advancement. After reading this book if you are able
to make better decisions in your life, then my purpose is met. 
 
I always feel that I have a unique gift of having my father as my first guru. The Guru
is very important for learning a subject like astrology to clear myths and improve the
understanding from time to time. Honestly, more than learning from books I learnt
most of the astrological concepts from my father during casual conversations. My
aim is to render a similar experience to my readers, hence I have presented this book
in a conversation style so that you can get the best out of it. Following are the pre-
requisites to get the best out of this book:

Basic English reading skill
Awareness of basic terminologies of astrology(Signs, planets and houses) will
help to grasp the concepts quickly but it’s not mandatory 
Open mind and a keen interest to leverage astrological guidance in your life.

 
Chapter 1 is focused on explaining what astrology is at a basic level and why
astrological guidance is so important for achieving success in life. I always believe it
is equally important to understand what astrology is not, so that you can refrain
yourself from undue expectations. I have also discussed about the strategy to find
the good astrologer for your guidance in life.
 
Chapter 2 is focused on breaking popular myths about astrology. All popular
subjects comes with a bunch of misconceptions, and astrology is no exception.
There were so many theories and misconception developed over the years thus
readers were influenced to move away from the core concepts of astrology. I have
taken best effort to give clear and concise explanation on the popular myths, I hope
you will enjoy reading them. Some portion of this chapter may sound bit technical
intended for readers who wish to become an astrologer, you may skip those
technical concepts if you feel too technical and it would not affect understanding of
other chapters of the book. 
 
Chapter 3 is focused on explaining career aspect of astrology. One wrong decision in
a career can slow down your success and can create displeasure for a long time.
Choosing a career according your natural strength would give rewarding and
fulfilling professional life. I have explained the planetary combinations for the most
opted careers. The job market landscape is ever changing, hence receiving guidance
according to the current context is very important. Emerging career options like
Data scientist are also discussed in this chapter. 



 
Chapter 4 highlights the importance of astrological guidance in leading a successful
and happy married life. Choosing a life partner according to your nature and
temperament would give nurturing relationship. The rate of Love marriages is on the
uptrend in metropolitan cities, but recent researches also highlight a worrying
pattern of increasing divorce rates in love marriages than in arranged marriages.
This chapter will give some useful tips on how to use astrological guidance when you
are in a love relationship.
 
Chapter 5 highlights the importance of astrological guidance in choosing right
financial strategy. Many think earning high amount of money is sufficient to
maintain sound financials throughout the life but earning is just the first step,
investing on right channel according to one’s horoscope will give sustainable wealth.
This chapter will also give some astrological combinations for investment in share
market.
 
Chapter 6 highlights the importance of astrological guidance in leading a healthy
life. Health is wealth, when we lead a life that is harmonious to the nature of our
body we will have healthy life. This chapter will make you understand the nature of
your own body so that you can alter your life style to lead a life with a sound health. I
have discussed the astrological combinations for a bunch of modern diseases, it will
help you to take appropriate precautionary measure if you find any of those
indications in your horoscope.
 
Chapter 7 highlights the importance of Muhurtha. Good start is half the job done,
choosing right time for auspicious events is very important for overall success of
your life. This chapter will give insights on choosing right Muhurtha for marriage,
buying house, etc.
 
Chapter 8 discusses some of the frequently asked questions in the astrology. 
 
I would like to close the preface with a thank you note. I extend my sincere thanks to
my friends Mohan Babu and Ganesh Kumar who motivated me to share my
astrological wisdom to the world. My sincere thanks to my beloved friend Mr.
Pradeep for accepting to proof reading this book despite his busy schedule. I also
extend thanks to my friend Saravana Kumar who is engaged in finding astronomical
evidence in astrology and teaching me the same. My Sincere thanks to my brother
Rajasekar Elango, who always encourages me and provides the best resources to



publish this book in a nice format. Last but not least my gratitude my wife Radhika
and children Amirtha Varshini, Ravi Varman and Mathi Vadhana who provided me
the moral support during the process of writing this book.
 

Definition of technical terms
If you are a newbie to the subject of astrology, then this section will help you to grasp
the basic definitions. I am using below sample chart to define the following technical
terms used in this book.

 

 

 
Horoscope : Horoscope is marking of planetary position for a given time. The picture
above shows the planetary position for 3rd July 2019, 09.00 AM, Chennai.
 
Ascendant : The ascendant is otherwise called as Lagna or Rising sign, that is
calculated based on the time of birth. In the sample horoscope, the ascendant is
Marked as "Asc".
 



Houses(Bhavas) : Houses are reference point in the horoscopes to mark the
planetary position and, the house in a birth chart always starts with the ascendant.
In the sample horoscope, the ascendant is marked as first house and subsequent
houses are counted from the ascendant in the clockwise direction.
 
Planets : The vedic astrology considers following planets Sun(Su), Moon(Mo),
Mercury(Me), Venus(Ve), Mars(Ma), Jupiter(Ju), Saturn(Sa) and two shadow planets
called Rahu(Ra) and Ketu(Ke). Since we humans observe these planetary motion
from the Earth, the Earth is not seen in this chart. 
 
Lord : The lord is the owner of a particular house in the horoscope. Following are the
lords of each houses,
�. Aries - Mars
�. Taurus - Venus
�. Gemini - Mercury
�. Cancer - Moon
�. Leo - Sun
�. Virgo - Mercury
�. Libra - Venus
�. Scorpio - Mars
�. Sagittarius - Jupiter

��. Capricorn - Saturn
��. Aquarius - Saturn
��. Pisces - Jupiter
 
Parivartana : When two planets exchange their houses, it is called Parivartana. For
example, in the above chart the lord of 11th house Mercury occupy 12th house and
the lord of 12th house Moon occupy 11th house. Thus Mercury and Moon gets
parivartana.
 
Zodiac : Zodiac is the 360    belt above the sky through which we view all planets and
stars.

0

 
Nakshatra(Stars) : There are 27 stars in the zodiac starting from Ashwini till Revati.
 
Rashi(Signs) : Zodiac consists of 12 signs viz Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo,
Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius, and Pisces.



 
Navamsa : The Navamsa is a divisional chart calculated by 1/9th division of
planetary position in the birth chart.
 
Conjunction : When two planets occupies same houses, then it is called as
conjunction of planets. In the sample horoscope, the Mars and Mercury are
conjoined in 12th house. 
 
Aspection : When two planets see each other or if one planet sees other planet it is
called as aspection in astrology. In the sample horoscope, the Saturn(Sa) gets 180   
aspection from Sun(Sun), Rahu(Ra), Venus(Ve), and Moon(Mo). In addition, few
planets have special aspections listed below,

0

�. Mars has special 4th and 8th aspection
�. Jupiter has special 5th and 9th aspection
�. Saturn has special 3rd and 10th aspection
 
Exaltation : When a planet occupies a particular sign, it is considered to gain
maximum positional strength and this house is termed as exaltation house for the
planet.
 
Debilitation : When a planet occupies a particular sign, it is considered to attain
minimum positional strength and this house is termed as debilitation house for the
planet.
 
Benefics : Planets that are considered to produce good results. Jupiter, Mercury,
Venus and waxing Moon are natural benefics. The functional benefic will be decided
based on the lordship. Below is the simple thumb rule to find the functional benefic
in a horoscope,
�. Lord of 5th and 9th house is always considered benefic for any ascendant.
�. The lord of 1st house is always considered benefic even if it has dual lordship
�. A planet that becomes lord of Kendra and Trine house becomes best

yogakaraka(fortunate planet) for any horoscope. 
 
Malefics : Planets that are considered to produce bad results. Sun, Mars, Saturn,
Rahu and Ketu are natural malefics. The functional malefic will be decided based on
the lordship. The planets that are not benefics can be either become malefic or
neutral according to the lordship. 



 
Karaka : Indicator to a particular events or happening. For example, the Jupiter is
called Putra karaka ie: indicator of children
 
Yoga : Yoga is the positive result that is created by well placed planets in the
horoscope.
 
Dosha : Dosha is the negative physical and mental disorders created by ill dis-
posited planets. 
 
Yogakaraka : Planet that will produce auspicious results to the native.
 
Dasha : Dasha is the operating period for each planet in an individual horoscope.
 
Bukti : Bukti is the sub period of operating period for each planet in an individual
horoscope
 
Affliction : Affliction is state that is considered to spoil the house or planet in the
horoscope.
 

Chapter 1 : Introduction to Astrology
I:  Let us get started on the basics. How do you define astrology in a laymen term?
 
Guru : Let me keep it simple. The astrology is the study of planetary influence on
human lives. 
 
I : Let us further discuss on the importance of astrology. Why should one take
astrological guidance seriously? 
 
Guru : Let me ask you a question, what do you do when you travel to a new place?
How do you prepare your self in choosing best and short route?
 
I:  I would usually take guidance from someone who already visited the place, ask for
the best and short route to reach my destination.
 



Guru: Fair, but what would you do if no one has visited that place before? 
 
I:  In modern day, google maps has simplified this with GPS technology. So I myself
will travel with a GPS in my vehicle.

The preview of the book ends here… 
 
This book have answers to the following questions,
 

What sort of guidance can be received through astrology?
Do astrology support fate? How much freewill do we have?
Why astrology is not a proven science?
Why birth time is important in astrology?
How astrology works for twins?
How astrology and self effort work together?
Do astrological remedies really work?
Facts and myths about Rahu and Ketu
Astrological combination for a data scientist
Astrological combination for gains through share market
Predicting love marriage through astrology
Astrological combination for diabetes, heart problems, cancer and many more
diseases

 

Any many more interesting facts…


